
the all-new 7 Passenger 2013



every year hyundai vehicles continue to exceed expectations, surprising and delighting critics and car owners alike. Challenging 
the status quo is the essence of progress, and it’s exactly why hyundai is an emerging leader in the automotive industry. It’s this 
striving for the highest quality and innovation in engineering that keeps us propelling forward. Focused on building the most 
innovative technology in the industry – this is how we create new thinking. new Possibilities.

that’s where the all-new 2013 santa Fe Xl comes in. It’s for the family who wants to ride in comfort. whether that entails ample storage capacity for your 
adventures, seating space for up to seven passengers, or premium comfort and convenience amenities – the 2013 santa Fe Xl is a true standout when 
you want space and style.

ONE SIZE  
NEVER FITS ALL.



    AVAILABLE HID HEADLIgHts wItH LED AccEnt

    AVAILABLE 19" ALLoy wHEELs

    AVAILABLE LED turn sIgnAL InDIcAtors 

STANdOuT 
dESIgN.

there’s no question the santa Fe Xl is an impressively large family mover, but space and storage capacity are not the only features that stay top of mind. embraced 
by hyundai’s fluidic design principles, the ferocity and strength of nature is the inspiration behind the dynamic body lines and bold shape of the santa Fe Xl. 
Featuring sculpted headlights with leD accents, sporty dual chrome exhaust tips and available 19" alloy wheels – you get big, beautiful and powerful.



ExTRA LARgE 
SpAcE. 

when it comes to space and versatility, this 7-seater aims to please (6-seat configuration on limited model). the intelligent design allows you to transform 
the santa Fe Xl from the ultimate comfort zone to the ultimate cargo hauler. reclining second row seats spilt-fold 40/20/40, feature remote release from the 
cargo area and slide forward for flexible storage options, while third row seats spilt-fold 50/50 to further enhance cargo utility. all this sounds even better with 
the available power lift tailgate that makes it that much more convenient to load and unload cargo. and while the santa Fe Xl adapts to your lifestyle needs, it 
also enhances your travels with features like standard Bluetooth®, heated front seats, Yes essentials® stain protection for cloth seating, and available memory 
driver’s seating – just one more control at your fingertips. 



    AVAILABLE 8" toucH-scrEEn nAVIgAtIon

    2,265L cArgo cApAcIty    AVAILABLE pAnorAmIc sunroof

6 seat configuration shown



    DrIVEr sELEctABLE stEErIng

    3.3L gDI V6 EngInE

    ActIVE Eco systEm

pOwER ANd 
cONTROL.

the mover in family mover gets its strength from a truly powerful engine. It’s a strapping 3.3l gDI V6 engine, delivering 290 horsepower and 252 lb-ft of  
torque with a confident 5,000 lbs. towing capacity. the best part about the performance is just how efficient the power is. Mated to a 6-speed automatic 
transmission with shIFtrOnIC ® manual shift mode, with the press of a button you can switch the santa Xl into active eCO mode to modify engine and 
transmission control to help improve fuel efficiency.



    AVAILABLE rEArVIEw cAmErA

    7 stAnDArD AIrBAgs1 

    stEErIng wHEEL AuDIo AnD BLuEtootH® controLs

SAFETy dRIVEN. the santa Fe Xl is primed to take on the everyday and even the odd day out. steep inclines and declines are no match with the standard hillstart assist 
Control (haC) and Downhill Brake Control (DBC). haC detects inclines and engages the santa Fe Xl to prevent rollback, while DBC helps maintain a  
consistent speed while traveling downhill. the list of standard safety is as long as it is impressive. It also includes features like electronic stability Control  
with traction Control system, anti-lock Braking system with electronic Brake-force distribution and Brake assist.



Heated Seats.
For hot days and cold 
nights, keep your family 
feeling just right with 
standard front heated seats 
and available ventilated 
seats. Your rear seat 
passengers will thank 
you for the luxury of the 
available heated second 
row seats.

LED Taillights. 
give drivers who trail 
behind the pleasure of 
viewing the santa Fe Xl’s 
available, unique leD 
taillights that not only look 
great, but also dramatically 
increase visibility both 
day and night (available on 
limited models).

Memory Driver’s 
Seat. 
the santa Fe Xl comes 
equipped with an available 
integrated memory driver’s 
seat, allowing you to 
switch from two profiles 
that affect not just the 
driver seat, but also the 
corresponding exterior 
mirror positions. the seat 
itself is powered to adjust 
in 12 different ways to 
make sure the positioning 
feels perfectly comfortable.

Standard Bluetooth®.
Keep your eyes forward and  
hands on the wheel with a  
Bluetooth® hands Free◊ 
mobile phone interface. 
as an added convenience, 
cruise control and  
audio controls are also 
conveniently mounted  
on the steering wheel,  
a standard feature on  
all models. 

7 Standard Airbags1.
all models come standard 
with seven airbags: two 
advanced front airbags, two  
seat-mounted side-impact 
airbags, two side-curtain 
roof-mounted with roll- 
over sensors, and a driver 
knee airbag.

26% 15% 40% 50%



HID Headlights with LED accents.
the available Xenon hID headlights illuminate the road with bright 
electric arcs of light. the standard leD headlight accent adds a touch  
of sophistication and is one more small detail in a long list of features  
that shows the santa Fe Xl’s attention to style.

Navigation System with Rearview Camera.
to help you spot hard to see items behind you, the santa Fe Xl luxury 
model is equipped with a 4.3" colour touch-screen display, to help make 
backing up easier. step up to the limited model for an enormous  
8" touch-screen (image shown) with rearview camera and navigation 
system as well, to help you get from point a to B with ease.

19" Alloy Wheels. 
the big santa Fe Xl has big wheels to propel it forward. the large, 
available, 19" aluminum alloy wheels add a touch of elegance and sport.

All-Wheel Drive (AWD).
the 2013 santa Fe Xl has been engineered with an available, advanced 
all-wheel Drive system which features active Cornering Control. 
Managing vehicles acceleration by adjusting the inside rear wheel speed 
during a turn, active Cornering Control helps improve vehicle stability 
and helps to reduce over/under steer in adverse driving conditions. 

ThERE’S NO 
SubSTITuTE 
FOR pEAcE  
OF mINd.
the quality of our vehicles 
is equally matched by the 
quality of our warranty. 
rest assured, we stand 
proudly and confidently 
behind our vehicles to give  
you the ultimate peace  
of mind with a 5 year/ 
100,000km comprehensive 
limited warranty, one of  
the best backed warranties  
in Canada. we also provide 
a 3 year/Unlimited km 
roadside assistance  
Program†† featuring flat  
tire changing, lockout 
service and more. Just one 
toll-free call away, 24 hours 
a day. You’re covered  
with hyundai.

5-year/100,000 km 
Comprehensive Limited Warranty†

5-year/100,000 km 
Powertrain Warranty

5-year/100,000 km 
Emission Warranty



whEELS

3.3L, 3.3L Premium and  
3.3L Luxury 18" Wheels

3.3L Limited 19" Wheels

cOLOuRS

Choice of interior colour depends upon model and exterior colour selection. Due to digital production process, the colours shown throughout this brochure may vary slightly from the actual hue. 
See your dealer for model applications and to view the Hyundai Colour Selector. Visit hyundaicanada.com or see your dealer for details. *Not exactly as shown.

Circuit Silver  ABCD

Iron Frost ABCD

Grey Cloth* A Black Cloth* B Black Leather C Saddle Leather D

Frosted Mocha ABC Regal Red Pearl ABC Hunter Green ABC

Monaco White ABC Becketts Black ABCD Night Sky Pearl ABC

ExTERIOR

INTERIOR

With YES Essentials® stain protectant 
Standard on 3.3L model

With YES Essentials® stain protectant 
Standard on 3.3L Premium model

Standard on 3.3L Luxury and  
3.3L Limited models

Available on 3.3L Limited model



AccESSORIES

Cross Rails.
this durable, quick-locking 
cross rail system lets you 
transport cargo easily, without  
sacrificing interior room. 
remove when not in use. 

Block Heater.
engineered for your hyundai,  
a block heater will help ensure  
fast starts and reduce engine  
wear in extreme weather.

Wheel Lock Nuts.
help protect your valuable  
wheels and tires from theft  
with a set of hyundai wheel  
lock nuts.

Mud Guard Kit.
Custom-fit mud guards  
keep the dirt and debris of 
everyday driving where  
it belongs.

Cargo Cover.
Keep your valuables safe and 
out of sight with an easily 
removable cargo cover.

Premium All Weather 
Floor Liners.
Premium all weather Floor 
liners were designed to cover 
the interior carpet providing 
maximum protection against 
the elements that other mats 
cannot offer. their unique 
and durable design features 
a non-slip surface for added 
comfort and a long lasting 
premium look.

Rubber Floor Mats.
Protect the interior of your  
hyundai from everyday dirt  
and debris with custom-made  
floor mats. remove carpet  
mats prior to installation. 

Cargo Net.
a custom-fit cargo net ensures 
everything you’re transporting 
remains organized and in 
place by preventing items 
from sliding around.

Plastic Hood Protector.
Prevent dents and scratches  
caused by road and vehicle  
debris with an attractive  
plastic hood protector.

Bumper Protector.
Protect the finish on your 
bumper from chips and 
scratches, when loading and 
unloading the cargo area, 
with this durable, custom-fit 
rear bumper protector.



Performance

Engine 3.3L gDI 6-cylinder Engine  s s s s 
 Displacement (3,342cc) s s s s 
 Bore & stroke (mm) 92.0 X 83.8 s s s s 
 compression ratio 11.5 s s s s 
 Horsepower @ rpm (regular fuel) 290 @ 6,400 s s s s 
 torque (lb-ft) @ rpm (regular fuel) 252 @ 5,200 s s s s 
 Valve train DoHc s s s s 
 Variable Induction system (VIs)  s s s s 
 fuel Delivery system gasoline Direct Injection (gDI) s s s s 
 Block/Head composition Aluminum s s s s 
 Exhaust Dual s s s s 
 Ignition system type Electronic / Distributorless s s s s 
 Battery 80AH s s s s 
 Drive configuration  fwD s – – – 
  AwD – s s s

transmission type 6-speed Automatic transmission with sHIftronIc® s s s s 
 transmission oil cooler  s s s s

Brakes front: single piston, Ventilated Disc  (320mm) s s s s 
 rear: single piston, solid Disc  (302mm) s s s s 
 Downhill Brake control (DBc)  s s s s 
 Hillstart Assist control (HAc)  s s s s

miscellaneous features Active Eco Indicator switch  s s s s 
 chassis unibody s s s s 
 trailer tow pre-wiring  s s s s 
 coefficient of Drag 0.34 s s s s

 steering  motor Driven power steering (mDps)  s s s s 
 overall ratio 15.03 s s s s 
 turning Diameter (curb-to-curb, in m) 11.24 s s s s 
 turns (lock to lock) 2.95 s s s s

suspension  front: macpherson strut, twin-tube gas filled Dampers with  
    stabilizer Bar (26mm)   s s s s 

 rear: multi Link, gas shock Absorber with stabilizer Bar  
    (fwD/AwD) (21/19mm)  s s s s

tires p235/60r18 tires  s s s – 
 p235/55r19 tires  – – – s

wheels 18" Alloy wheels   s s s – 
 19" Alloy wheels   – – – s

for more detailed specifications and information please visit www.hyundaicanada.com, or visit your dealer today.

■ Roof-rack Side Rails ■ Remote 
Keyless Entry with Alarm  
■ Steering Wheel-mounted Audio 
and Cruise Controls ■ LED  
Positioning Lamps ■ Fog Lights  
■ Chrome Exterior Door Handles  
■ Rear Spoiler ■ Tilt and Telescopic 
Steering Wheel ■ 2,268 kg  
(5,000 lbs.) Towing Capacity  
■ Trailer Tow Pre-wiring ■ Multi-
function Trip Computer ■ Dual 
Chrome Exhaust Tips ■ Chrome 
Grille ■ Solar Glass with Rear 
Privacy Glass ■ Driver Seat 2-way 
Power Lumbar Support

3.3L Premium (aWD)
includes 3.3L Standard  
equipment Plus:

All-Wheel Drive ■ Automatic 
Headlights ■ Dual-zone Automatic 
Temperature Control with Clean Air 
Ionizer ■ 12-way Power Adjustable 
Driver’s Seat including 4-Way 
Power Lumbar Support ■ Leather-
wrapped Heated Steering Wheel 
■ Heated 2nd Row Seats ■ Leather-
wrapped Gear Shift Knob ■ Power 
Tailgate ■ Rear Side Window  
Sunshade Blinds ■ Rear Parking 
Assist ■ 3rd Row Air Conditioning 
Controls with Vent ■ 115V Cargo 
Area Power Outlet

3.3L (fWD)
Standard equipment 
includes:

3.3L, 290 hp, V6 GDI Engine with 
DOHC and D-CVVT ■ 18" Aluminum 
Alloy Wheels ■ 6-speed Automatic 
Transmission with SHIFTRONIC®  
■ 4-wheel Disc Brakes ■ Active  
Eco System ■ Air Conditioning 
with Manual Temperature Control 
and 2nd Row Vents ■ AM/FM/ 
SiriusXM™/CD/MP3 Audio System 
with LCD Screen and 6 Speakers  
■ iPod®/USB/Auxiliary Input  
Jacks ■ Anti-lock Braking System  
(ABS) with Electronic Brake-force  
Distribution (EBD) and Brake 
Assist (BA) ■ Electronic Stability 
Control (ESC) with Traction Control 
System (TCS)² ■ Downhill Brake 
Control (DBC) and Hillstart Assist 
Control (HAC) ■ Front Windshield 
Wiper De-icer ■ Bluetooth® Hands 
Free◊ Phone System ■ Instrument 
Cluster with Monochromatic  
Centre Screen ■ Front Centre  
Console with Fixed Armrest,  
Storage Box and Dual Cupholders  
■ Sliding 2nd Row Seats ■ Driver 
and Front Passenger Illuminated 
Vanity Mirrors ■ Airbags1 (7): 
Dual Front, Front Seat-mounted 
Side-impact, Roof-mounted Side-
curtain with Roll-over Sensor and 
Driver Knee Airbag ■ Heated Front 
Seats ■ Deluxe Cloth Seats with 
YES Essentials® Stain Protection  
■ 7-passenger Seating ■ 2nd Row 
40/20/40 Split Fold-flat and Recline  
with Height Adjustable Head  
Restraints ■ 3rd Row 50/50 Split  
Bench with Fold Forward Head  
Restraints ■ Power Adjustable, 
Heated Exterior Mirrors ■ Power 
Windows with Driver’s Auto-up/
Down and Pinch Protection  

3.3L Luxury (aWD)
includes 3.3L Premium  
Standard equipment Plus:

4-way Power Adjustable Front  
Passenger’s Seat ■ AM/FM/CD/ 
SiriusXM™/MP3 Audio System with  
4.3" Colour Touch-screen Audio 
Display ■ Rearview Camera  
■ Electrochromic Auto-dimming 
Rearview Mirror with HomeLink® 
and Compass ■ Leather Seating 
Surfaces ■ Mirror-mounted Turn 
Signal Indicators ■ Panoramic 
Sunroof

3.3L LimiteD (aWD) 
includes 3.3L Luxury  
Standard equipment Plus:

19" Aluminum Alloy Wheels  
■ Xenon HID Headlights with  
Auto-leveling Function ■ LED Tail 
Lamps ■ Infinity® AM/FM/CD/ 
SiriusXM™/MP3 Audio System 
with 10 Speakers ■ Navigation 
System with High Resolution  
8" Touch-screen Display and  
Rearview Camera ■ Proximity  
Key with Push-button Start  
■ Deluxe Metal Door Scuffs  
■ Supervision Cluster with TFT  
LCD Screen ■ Ventilated Front 
Seats ■ Memory Driver’s Seat  
(and outside mirrors) ■ 2nd Row 
Captain’s Chairs (6-passenger 
seating)

S = Standard
– = Not Available

SpEcIFIcATIONS

3.3L Limited 
AWD 

3.3L FWD

3.3L  Premium AWD

3.3L  Luxury AWD



exterior

glass front solar control glass and rear privacy glass s s s s

Lighting  Automatic Headlights  – s s s 
 projector Beam Headlights with LED Accents s s s s 
 fog Lights  s s s s 
 HID Headlights with Auto-leveling function and LED tail Lights – – – s

miscellaneous features  power Liftgate  – s s s 
 windshield wiper De-icer  s s s s 
 rear windshield wiper, 2-speed Intermittent with washer s s s s 
 rear spoiler  s s s s 
 roof rack side rails   s s s s

moulding and trim chrome grille and chrome Door Handles  s s s s

outside mirrors Body color Heated Exterior power mirrors s s s s 
 mirror-mounted turn signal Indicators  – – s s

sunroof panoramic sunroof  – – s s

Safety

Airbags1 Advanced Driver and front passenger (2) s s s s 
 occupancy classification system (ocs)  s s s s 
 Driver and front passenger seat-mounted side-impact (2) s s s s 
 side-curtain roll-over sensing roof-mounted s s s s 
 Driver Knee  s s s s

Brakes Anti-lock Braking system w/ Brake Assist & Electronic Brake force  
    Distribution (EBD)  s s s s

child safety  child-proof rear Door Locks  s s s s 
 LAtcH Lower Anchors and upper tether Anchors s s s s

miscellaneous features Vehicle stability management w/ Electronic stability control  
    & traction control system  s s s s 

 Ignition Immobilization system**  s s s s

restraint systems front: 3-point outboard seatbelt with Adjustable shoulder Height s s s s 
 rear: 3-point Inboard seatbelt   s s s s 
 front seatbelt pre-tensioners and force Limiters s s s s 
 front Adjustable Head restraints  s s s s 
 rear Head restraints  s s s s

DimenSionS

Exterior wheelbase 2,800 s s s s 
Dimensions (mm) overall Length 4,905 s s s s 
 overall Height (w/ roof rails) 1,700 s s s s 
 width (excluding mirrors) 1,885 s s s s 
 minimum ground clearance 185 s s s s

Interior Dimensions (mm)  Head room 1,006/1,002/908 s s – – 
1st/2nd/3rd row Head room w/ panoramic sunroof 971/974/908 – – s s 
 Leg room 1,120/1,050/800 s s s s 
 shoulder room 1,508/1,488/1,369 s s s s 
 Hip room 1,439/1,406/1,120 s s s s

track (mm)  front 1,628 s s s s 
 rear 1,639 s s s s

Volume (L) total Interior 4,531 s s s s 
 cargo (behind front seats) 2,265 s s s s 
 cargo (behind 2nd row seats) 1,159 s s s s 
 cargo (behind 3rd row seats) 383 s s s s

curb weight (kg) 3.3L fwD 1,790 s – – – 
 3.3L AwD 1,968 – s s s

gVwr (kg) fwD 2,500 s – – – 
 AwD 2,550 – s s s

maximum w/ trailer Brake 2,268 s s s s 
towing capacity (kg) w/o trailer Brake 750 s s s s

fueL economy^ (LitreS/100km)

3.3L fwD city/Highway/combined 11.6 / 7.8 / 9.9 

3.3L AwD city/Highway/combined   11.7 / 8.0 / 10.0 

fuel tank (L)  71 

interior

Air conditioning  Air conditioning  s s s s 
 Dual-zone Automatic temperature control with clean Air Ionizer – s s s 
 3rd row HVAc controls and Vents  – s s s

Audio  Am/fm/siriusXm™/cD/mp3 6 speaker Audio system s s – – 
 Am/fm/siriusXm™/cD/mp3 6 speaker Audio system with  
    4.3" colour touchscreen  – – s – 
 Am/fm/siriusXm™/cD/mp3 Infinity® premium 10-speaker Audio system  
    with 12-channel External Amplifier  – – – s 

 ipod®/usB/Auxiliary Input Jacks   s s s s

front seats 8-way Adjustable Driver’s seat with 2-way power Lumbar support s – – – 
 12-way Adjustable power Driver’s seat with 4-way Lumbar support – s s s 
 memory Driver’s seat and Ventilated front seats – – – s 
 4-way power passenger seat  – – s s 
 Heated front seats  s s s s

miscellaneous features 7-passenger seating  s s s – 
 6-passenger seating (2nd row individual captain’s chairs) – – – s 
 115 Volt power outlet (in cargo area)  – s s s 
 Bluetooth® Hands free◊ phone system  s s s s 
 Deluxe metal Accent Door scuff  – – – s 
 proximity Key with push Button start  – – – s 
 rear side-window manual sunshades  – s s s 
 supervision Instrument cluster with 4.2" tft LcD screen – – – s 
 Keyless Entry and Alarm system  s s s s

mirrors sunvisors with Illuminated Vanity mirrors & Driver Extension s s s s 
 Electrochromic Auto-dimming rearview mirror with HomeLink® and compass – – s s

navigation system  8" High-resolution touch-screen Display with rearview camera – – – s

power windows  Driver’s Auto-up/Down with pinch protection s s s s 

rear seats 2nd row sliding seat with cargo Area release s s s s 
 2nd row captain’s chairs  – – – s 
 2nd row Heated rear seats (outer positions only) – s s s 
 2nd row split folding (40/20/40) and recline s s s – 
 3rd row split folding 50/50   s s s s

seat trim Deluxe cloth with yEs Essentials® stain protection s s – – 
 Leather seating surfaces  – – s s 

steering wheel Leather-wrapped steering wheel and gear shift Knob – s s s 
 Heated steering wheel  – s s s 
 steering wheel mounted Audio and cruise controls s s s s 
 tilt & telescopic steering wheel  s s s s 

3.3L Limited 
AWD 3.3L Limited 

AWD 

3.3L FWD 3.3L FWD

3.3L  Premium AWD 3.3L  Premium AWD

3.3L  Luxury AWD 3.3L  Luxury AWD



www.facebook.com/hyundaicanada
www.youtube.com/hyundaicanada

hyundaicanada.com
TMThe Hyundai name, logo, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trademarks owned by Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. Specifications, features, illustrations, accessories, materials and equipment and 
all other information shown in this brochure are based on the latest information available at the time of publication. Although descriptions are believed to be correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Hyundai Auto 
Canada Corp. reserves the right to make any changes or modifications at any time, without notice or obligation, including, without limitation, in colour, specifications, features, accessories, materials, equipment and 
models. Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. All Hyundai warranties have no deductible. †Hyundai’s Comprehensive Limited Warranty coverage covers most vehicle components against defects in 
workmanship under normal use and maintenance conditions. ††Hyundai’s 24-Hour Roadside Assistance Program is a limited service and does not cover certain costs or expenses. Roadside Assistance is not a warranty. 
^Fuel economy figures are based on manufacturer’s testing and are used for comparison purposes only. Actual fuel efficiency may vary based on driving conditions and the addition of certain vehicle accessories. 1The 
Supplemental Restraint (Airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-point seatbelt system. The SRS deploys in certain frontal and/or side-impact conditions where significant injury is likely. The SRS is not a 
substitute for seatbelts, which must still be worn at all times. Children under the age of 13 should be securely restrained in the rear seat. NEVER place a child-seat in the front seat of a Hyundai vehicle. 2Electronic 
Stability Control (ESC) and Traction Control System (TCS) are meant to enhance conscientious driving habits and are not a substitute for safe driving practices. The SiriusXMTM name is a trademark of SiriusXM 
Satellite radio Inc. **CAN/ULC S338-98 compliant immobilizer may reduce insurance costs in some instances. ◊When equipped with optional navigation package, Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered 
trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., HomeLink® is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls Inc., YES Essentials® is a registered trademark of SAGE Automotive 
Interiors Inc. Infinity® is a registered trademark of Harman International Inc., and any use of such marks by Hyundai is under license. All other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.


